FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

360Biz Introduces GDPR Compliance Assistance
Orange, CALIF. (July 19 2018) - 360Biz, a provider of advanced, personalized
websites to help companies meet the competitive challenges of their industries, has
launched a new service to help businesses understand and satisfy their compliance
responsibilities with GDPR.
General Data Protection Regulation, or GDPR, is a regulation that requires businesses
to protect the personal data and privacy of EU citizens for transactions that occur within
EU member states. Any company that stores or processes personal information about
EU citizens within EU states must comply with GDPR, even if they do not have a
business presence within the EU.
“Thousands of companies in the United States engage in online transactions with EU
residents every day, so it is imperative that they are aware of GDPR requirements, and
that they implement the data protection policies and solutions that will keep them in
compliance with the law,” said Ron Zayas, co-founder of 360Biz.
For public sector entities uncertain about their compliance status, 360Biz will answer
questions about GDPR, conduct a thorough review of every aspect of their website and
online presence, and meet with the company to review the results.
“These days there is so much more to running a website than design and content,”
Zayas said. “Our GDPR service, as with our ADA compliance services, ransomware
protection, security, hosting and privacy services, is designed to deliver a
comprehensive suite of online support. We help our clients optimize their online
presence in a way that meets all national and international regulations, while still
excelling in its main purpose – turning visitors into customers.”
For more information on 360Biz, visit www.360-biz.com and find 360Biz on Facebook,
LinkedIn and Twitter.
About 360 BC Group, Inc.: 360 operates worldwide with leading brands in three
business areas: 360Biz, 360Civic, and 360Circuits. Founded in 2004, the minority
owned 360 group holds a top market position in California for designing comprehensive
websites for both the public and private sector, ranging from small businesses to large
Fortune 500 companies and municipalities. 360 also provides a full suite of marketing
services for high-technology industries through our dedicated teams across multiple
creative, technological and security specialties. For more information, visit
www.360bcgroup.com.
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